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Paul: Being – spiritual being self-aware
Entity – living but not self-aware.
Everything in multi-dimensional world is alive.
In the Star Trek world, all they care about is information – learning something new. We
learn new things to affect the world around us.
I have a client with the most prayer sessions of anybody. Very complex DID. The Lord
indicated to give to her all the sessions in December and most in Sep, Oct, Nov.
Dec 30th we had this sense that the Lord was going to finish something (after 10 years).
In the last ½ hour there was this huge dramatic shift in the spirit – we went to I AM in
eternity. I feel I AM as a bar across my head. I feel the burning bush here. This is I AM in
eternity. There was such a release of power and the Lord started integrating this person
and started a powerful deliverance. She must have had 300 sessions. The deliverance
became so strong, energy arcing back and forth. “You have beheld the glory of the Lord”
Exodus 3
Exo 3:14 God said to Moses, "I AM WHO I AM"; and He said, "Thus you shall say to the
sons of Israel, 'I AM has sent me to you.'"

You cannot go back any further than I AM.
Joh 8:58 Jesus said to them, "Truly, truly, I say to you, before Abraham was
born, I am."
Isa 52:1 Awake, awake, Clothe yourself in your strength, O Zion; Clothe yourself
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in your beautiful garments, O Jerusalem, the holy city; For the uncircumcised
and the unclean Will no longer come into you.
Isa 52:2 Shake yourself from the dust, rise up, O captive Jerusalem; Loose
yourself from the chains around your neck, O captive daughter of Zion.
Isa 52:3 For thus says the LORD, "You were sold for nothing and you will be
redeemed without money."
Isa 52:4 For thus says the Lord GOD, "My people went down at the first into
Egypt to reside there; then the Assyrian oppressed them without cause.
Isa 52:5 "Now therefore, what do I have here," declares the LORD, "seeing that
My people have been taken away without cause?" Again the LORD declares,
"Those who rule over them howl, and My name is continually blasphemed all day
long.
Isa 52:6 "Therefore My people shall know My name; therefore in that day I am
the one who is speaking, 'Here I am.'"
Moses tabernacle with God.
The court with I AM is the highest court. There is a very, very complex court system.
This would be the Supreme Court of the multiverse, the heavenly places.
Sue feels the Fear of the Lord.
Psa 4:4 Tremble, and do not sin; Meditate in your heart upon your bed, and be still.
Selah.

This is the place of burning bush.
I AM is different than the Ancient of Days – dimensional manifestations of God – certain
aspects of God but still all God.
Lion of Judah on the back of the head. Jesus as the Lion of Judah is different than Jesus
as the Lamb. This would be what the Father is doing.
Dominions are the living grid. Thrones are two parallel bars on the head.
Dan 7:9 "I kept looking Until thrones were set up, And the Ancient of Days took His
seat; His vesture was like white snow And the hair of His head like pure wool. His throne
was ablaze with flames, Its wheels were a burning fire.
Dan 12:7 I heard the man dressed in linen, who was above the waters of the river, as he
raised his right hand and his left toward heaven, and swore by Him who lives forever that
it would be for a time, times, and half a time; and as soon as they finish shattering the
power of the holy people, all these events will be completed.
Dan 12:9 He said, "Go your way, Daniel, for these words are concealed and sealed up
until the end time.

Thrones are a power source. Thrones are the power source for multiple spiritual beings
and for us.
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There is some connection between thrones and time.
The Lord wants us to look at the whole picture.
Tobias: Sees a chariot plugging into a throne. Everything seems to plug into the thrones.
There is a connection between the rainbow angel and thrones.
Rev 10
33 is the number of promise, the number of the rainbow.
Exodus 3:14 is Pi.
Melanie: Deut 33 – his blessing to the 12 tribes. Two arcs form a full circle. PI is the
circumference of the circle. We are in fallen light which is time which is collapsed light.
Maria: Rev 10: Talks about sealing it up. It is the Kingdom age – divine secrets – Prov
25:2. I was feeling that God is maturing us. It is an outside time, an identity that comes
from searching out the secrets of God being able to search out His promises. Cloud riders
“Who is he that rides the clouds”. They are filled with the glory of God.
Jana: Deut 33. Key for what we are doing. If time is out of the way, we are in the present
– I AM. There is an acclimation to that.
Deu 33:13 Of Joseph he said, "Blessed of the LORD be his land, With the choice things
of heaven, with the dew, And from the deep lying beneath,
Deu 33:14 And with the choice yield of the sun, And with the choice produce of the
months.
Deu 33:15 "And with the best things of the ancient mountains, And with the choice
things of the everlasting hills,
Deu 33:16 And with the choice things of the earth and its fullness, And the favor of
Him who dwelt in the bush. Let it come to the head of Joseph, And to the crown of
the head of the one distinguished among his brothers.
Deu 33:17 "As the firstborn of his ox, majesty is his, And his horns are the horns of the
wild ox; With them he will push the peoples, All at once, to the ends of the earth. And
those are the ten thousands of Ephraim, And those are the thousands of Manasseh."
Heb 6:
Heb 6:5 and have tasted the good word of God and the powers of the age to come,
Paul: Potentate: Person who possesses great power. Powers are a conduit of God’s
power. Fallen powers drain power from us.
Oct 2 2015 – Skype with London group.
Thrones are much larger than cherubim. A man saw only one eye of a cherub. The
cherub are full of eyes.
There is a connection between the throne of God and thrones. They seem to be connected
by sound. They are tied to the rest of the Lord. The rest of the Lord is in I AM. I AM
includes the past, present and future.
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Thunder is under the thrones, nuclear power is under the seat. Feet are lions heads.
There are 3 thrones assigned to us. Each person is the center of the throne. Seven
thunders hold revelation.

Paul’s dream: I was in the midst of very large building like New York City. I had a cubby
hole in one of the buildings (pigeon hole). In my cubby hole I had the things that belong
to me to take a shower.
Scene shifts and I was in the midst of smaller buildings and I couldn’t find cubby hole
where my things were. I wandered about for a very long time felt like all night trying to
find this building and my things in the shower. Went through many doors.
I was not frustrated. We need to get to the point where people are past deliverance where
they do not need to take a shower or the things to take a shower. There was a design that
was a window that showed me what was really going on. The cubicles are the dimensions
that you travel.
The buildings were not as large as I remembered.
I was not in present time, 40 years in the past. I couldn’t find my things because I was
back in time. I said something about St Mary’s. Made comment “Today is my sister’s
birthday”.
What happened 40 years ago? Became a pastor for the first time.
Paul goes through doors and doors – what he’s been doing. St Mary’s is the local hospital
which is healing. Healing has been stuck in time. Why aren’t people getting healed ?
Disconnect from ungodly powers or disconnect from ungodly thrones. They may be at
the root of healing like chronic fatigue.
Barbara’s dream : This boy (Paul, 5-7 years old) in the backyard (past). I look up and
supposed to be watching this boy – A double gate, the little boy has run out through the
gate.
My sense is about time – a new generation that has moved into present and future as the
harvest is being reaped. He goes out from the past into the future. The spiritual gates are
open.
Jana: Gal 4
Fallen thrones show up.
[Larry: This is the time where I have shifted the power grids, the power source is
emerging. The mobile throne of heaven is at hand because of the shift that has come to
the land. It is now time for my governmental powers to be unleashed and unleash new
showers for the reign of the day of saints is at hand. Agreement with Me will set you free
from the ungodly thrones that defile your DNA, your RNA and what you say. Your voice
shall be called out today from the realm of defilement to the realm of I AM.
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I am setting new seats for a fresh council to decree what you see and you will become
what you already be – my sons, my daughters, this is a new day. This is a new way. I am
releasing a new wind this day from heaven to earth. It will blow away the chaff of the
ungodly thrones that have defiled your zones, your spheres of influence shall explode
with heavenly light and heavenly might. Now I make all things right according to my
sight. I have begun to fight. I have begun to fight.
[I’m seeing a key. There is a key to unlock the captives from the ungodly thrones.]
Joann: It takes two to turn the key to the briefcase that holds the nuclear code.
Paul: Agreement of three countries – US, Canada, Germany (Tobias).
The backpack connects us to the thrones.
Jesus may have been born Sep 11, 3 BC (Michael Heiser, SkyTV) Based upon the
woman in Rev 12
Transducer changes energy from one form to another form.
9 months before 9/11 is December 25
[2:46PM Jana]
June23rth 2014
Matt 6:19, Matt 6:23
Ps 133 is about unity.
Amos 3:3 – How can two walk together unless they agree together.
[2:52PM Jana]
The Lord God most high is in your midst. Truth is revealed in a paradox of two.
Dichotomy is wavering in a grid that is askew. By a witness of two the throne is elevated.
Justice and righteousness is the foundation. All the issues of life emanate from the heart.
When you are wavering between two opinions confusion sets the course. The lines of
inheritance are connected to the throne.
The grid is a paradigm created by what you think you already know. A wavering truth
holy or profane will lock you into captivity and a time loop remains. A continuum is
believed from the heart – it weighs on experience but the original design is where you
start. The fullness of time is heaven on earth. It connects the old and the new for
eternity’s worth. One step of obedience will catch you up. All even fits history and the
future will be the power that you trust.
Create awareness by discernment that is here. The great I AM is the wisdom you’ll hear.
It’s the power in the midst of the bush is a continual burning for your worth that you’ll
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trust. Cultivate the desire so the fire may expand. Align to the highways of holiness for
the agreement of Zion is at hand. Agreement is in the heart. The position of the Holy of
Holies from the throne. That’s where you start.
Psa 16:5 O LORD, You are the portion of my inheritance and my cup; You maintain my
lot.
Psa 16:6 The lines have fallen to me in pleasant places; Yes, I have a good inheritance.
The power lines come from the thrones.
The chair part of the throne is the rest. We feel the burning bush with the thrones.
Thrones are a power source.
Pro 22:28 Do not remove the ancient landmark Which your fathers have set.
Dan 7:9 "I watched till thrones were put in place, And the Ancient of Days was seated;
His garment was white as snow, And the hair of His head was like pure wool. His throne
was a fiery flame, Its wheels a burning fire;
Army of chariots of fire. Chariots are plugged into the thrones. Cables being plugged in.
[Tobias 4:15PM]
Now I’m feeling something on my back on my left. MY wings are out and they are fiery.
This message is about what is happening in your nation and the world wide effects.
There are 1000s and 1000s of chariots.
The fiery ones are burning. The fire is on the throne and the fire is in the House of God
again. There will come a returning in your nation like your ancestors did a long time ago.
The fiery ones are going out. Chariots and horses. Activity is rising. The fire is burning.
There are myriads of angelic forces, chariots, horses and they are waiting to be released.
It is starting in your nation but it is going to be a network around the globe even places
you haven’t explored yet. There is going to be healing and revival in many places.
Keep the fire burning. Keep the places that have been lit. Do not give up places you’ve
been to because you are going to new places. The enemy will try to take back but my
people are burning. The batteries were empty but they have been charged. There is a
throne room experience that is coming, coming.
Many people have been longing to see my face. They have not been doing the work I
asked them to do. Those who have humbled their hearts, who have sought my ways of
eternity, there will come a throne room experience and will unlock wells that have been
blocked by evil. Even wells in Muslim nations where I started my work will be unplugged
and the power is coming back to visit the church. Even nations that have not sought my
face will experience my power. My power will be great in the earth realm in the coming
days. I AM.
I AM is greater than your imaginations and thoughts. I AM has even more trump cards
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up His sleeve – a whole bunch of trump cards in his sleeve. Change on a global scale. So
prepare your hearts for revival. Prepare your hearts
Paul: Three great movements of signs wonders and miracles – Moses, Elijah + Elisha
and Jesus.
Tobias: It is going to start over the US and it was just one after the next as if the sky was
blocked with chariots over your nations. Some that had 12 or 14 horses.
Verna: Chariots and horses that were being held back and ready to be released.
Isa 66:15 For behold, the LORD will come with fire And with His chariots, like a
whirlwind, To render His anger with fury, And His rebuke with flames of fire.
Paul: We can hear the grid, stars and the saints.
When you hear the grid, you are probably going somewhere on it.
The stars are higher in pitch than the grid.
The saints sing sometimes.
Dimensional shifting is changing on the grid.
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